Stewardship Council Tracking Sheet

Use this sheet to help you track the arguments and prepare your responses during each stage of the Summit.

Main Arguments
As each group introduces itself, make a list of the following:

What are the group’s arguments for its position?

How do those arguments affect your position?
Responses
How will you respond to those arguments while also making your own points in response to the Stewardship Council’s questions?

Group #1:
Main Arguments: Your Responses:

Group #2:
Main Arguments: Your Responses:

Group #3:
Main Arguments: Your Responses:

Group #4:
Main Arguments: Your Responses:
Questions
After each group responds to the questions asked by the Stewards, you will then have a chance to respond. While each group speaks, note how you will respond to their arguments and strengthen your own position.

Question #1: Question #6:

Question #2: Question #7:

Question #3: Question #8:

Question #4: Question #9:

Question #5: Question #10: